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U.S. Sector ETF Suites
A Look at Total Cost of Ownership

In this report:


Sector ETF suites enable investors to tactically allocate to sectors they believe are poised
to perform well in various stages of the economic cycle. We examine the total cost of
ownership (TCO) associated with four major sector ETF suites: Sector SPDRs, Vanguard,
iShares, and Fidelity.



Investors who focus on funds’ expense ratios while ignoring bid/ask spreads are missing an
important part of the total cost picture and making a potentially expensive mistake. This is
particularly applicable to trading vehicles like sector ETFs.



A comparison between the Vanguard sector suite and the Sector SPDRs—the two low-cost
leaders overall—shows that Vanguard’s cost advantage from its funds’ lower expense ratio
is negated by wider bid/ask spreads in normal markets. In stressed markets spreads can
grow much wider, negating the fee advantage several times over (Figure 1).



The holding period required for a Vanguard sector ETF’s lower expenses to compensate for
wider bid/ask spreads in normal markets is one year. If just one side of the ETF trade
(purchase or sale) occurs during stressed markets, the breakeven holding period can grow
to 3.2 years.

Figure 1: Cost Advantage/Disadvantage by Source (basis points)
Vanguard vs. Sector SPDRs Sector ETF Suites,
Normal1 & Stressed2 Conditions
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Source: FactSet Research Systems and AltaVista Research. Notes: 1. Based
on observed bid/ask spreads during June 2020 (see Table 2 for details). 2.
Based on observed bid/ask spreads during March 2020 (see Figure 3 for
details).
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Sector Suites: An Overview
Sector ETF suites tracking traditional, market cap-weighted indices are available from four major issuers: State
Street, under the “Sector SPDRs” brand; Blackrock, under the “iShares” brand; Vanguard and Fidelity (Table 1).
Sector SPDRs are the most established. The original nine funds have more than 20 years of trading history since
inception in December 1998 (XLRE and XLC debuted in 2015 and 2018, respectively, coinciding with evolving
sector definitions. The iShares suite came along about a year and a half later, in mid-2000, followed by Vanguard
(2004) and Fidelity (2013).
The funds’ track different indices so their constituents are not identical, though there is considerable overlap. The
Sector SPDRs collectively hold the constituents of the S&P 500 index of large cap stocks, divvied up according to
each constituent’s sector designation under the Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”). Vanguard,
iShares and Fidelity track similar broad, market-cap weighted indices from MSCI and Dow Jones, which are
dominated by large caps but that also include some exposure to mid- and small-caps.

Table 1: U.S. Sector ETF Suites – Ticker Symbols

Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Materials
Real Estate
Technology
Utilities

SPDRs
XLC
XLY
XLP
XLE
XLF
XLV
XLI
XLB
XLRE
XLK
XLU

Vanguard
VOX
VCR
VDC
VDE
VFH
VHT
VIS
VAW
VNQ
VGT
VPU

iShares
IYC1
IYK2
IYE
IYF
IYH
IYJ
IYM
IYR
IYW
IDU

Fidelity
FCOM
FDIS
FSTA
FENY
FNCL
FHLC
FIDU
FMAT
FREL
FTEC
FUTY

Source: AltaVista Research Notes: 1. iShares U.S. Consumer Services ETF 2. iShares U.S. Consumer Goods ETF

A More Complete Cost Analysis
Investors seem predisposed to focusing on ETFs’ expense ratios while deemphasizing
other costs associated with ETF investing, which in some cases can exceed the
“headline” expense number. All ETF prospectuses, for example, contain a discussion
of these management fees, along with examples of how these costs might add up over
time. And ETF issuers have been engaged in a well-documented “fee war” over the last
few years in an effort to draw in new assets, including from competitors.

Ignoring bid/ask spreads—
especially with trading vehicles
like sector ETFs—can be an
expensive mistake

The Expense Ratio is the management fee the fund company charges shareholders. This generally fixed fee is the
“headline” cost that is easy to compare between funds. But management fees are not the only costs ETF investors
must bear.
ETF investors also pay via the Bid/Ask Spread each time they purchase or sell an ETF. This cost can vary widely
across ETFs and according to market conditions, making fund comparison more difficult. Nonetheless it is
important to consider as it can sometimes amount to more—much more—than the expense ratio.
This is particularly applicable to funds such as Sector ETFs, which many investors view as tactical trading vehicles
as opposed to long term, buy-and-hold investments. The more frequent the trading, the more these costs add up.
It is these two costs—Expense Ratios and Bid/Ask Spreads—that we will examine together in evaluating the Total
Cost of Ownership 1 (“TCO”) of our four sector ETF product suites.

1
Many analysts also consider Trading Commissions and Tracking Error part of the ETF Total Cost of Ownership. However,
they are omitted from this analysis for several reasons. Many brokers now offer commission-free ETF trading; and tracking
error is neither a cash cost nor does it have a directional indicator (beating a benchmark by 1% “costs” the same as trailing
a benchmark by 1%).
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Expense Ratios
Table 2 lays out the average annual expense ratios of our four sector ETF suites. Three of the sector suites—
SPDRs, Vanguard & Fidelity—are what we would group as “low cost” providers. Sector SPDRs have an expense
ratio of 13 basis points, while the Vanguard suite averages 10.2 basis points (all Vanguard funds charge 10 bp
except the Real Estate fund, which charges 12 bp). Fidelity is cheaper still at just 8.4 basis points. Meanwhile
iShares charges significantly higher fees for their sector suite at an average of 42.2 basis points.

Bid/Ask Spreads
There are many things that determine an ETF’s bid/ask spread, including trading volume of the ETF, liquidity of the
underlying shares, and ease of hedging by market makers. While not usually as high as an ETF’s expense ratio,
the bid/ask spread varies with market conditions, just as it does with single stocks. To evaluate the bid/ask
component of an ETF’s costs therefore we use an average of bid/ask spread observations over time. Table 2
shows these averages for each of our sector ETF suites.

Table 2: Average Expense Ratios and Bid/Ask Spreads (basis points)
SPDRs
13.0
1.9

Avg. Expense Ratio
Avg. Bid/Ask Spread

Vanguard
10.2
4.7

iShares
42.2
4.8

Fidelity
8.4
7.1

Source: FactSet Research Systems. Note: Spreads based on daily observations for June 2020.

The figures above are from the month of June 2020, representing well-functioning markets when volatility was at
levels well within historical norms. When volatility spikes and markets are stressed like during the COVID sell-off
earlier this year—precisely the kind of environment in which sector investors might want to make a few trades—
bid/ask spreads can increase dramatically.
The difference in how our four sector suites fared during this period might be eyepopping. While the Sector SPDRs saw its suite-average spread hit a maximum of 6
basis points, Vanguard funds (whose red line on the graph is mostly behind iShare’s
gray line) saw spreads spike to a high of 35 basis points. iShares and Fidelity recorded
even higher maximum spreads of 43 and 46 basis points, respectively (Figure 3).

In volatile markets spreads on
some sector ETFs can widen
dramatically, overwhelming any
difference in expense ratios

Of course, most traders did not trade at the exact most disadvantageous time. To get an idea of more typical
costs incurred by trading in volatile markets, we simply took an average of the daily bid/ask spreads observed
during March 2020 (Figure 3). Here we see that the differences in spreads grew to be much greater than any
difference in expense ratios.
Figure 2: Daily Average Bid/Ask Spreads
January 1 thru July 31, 2020 (basis points)
50 bp

Figure 3: Average Bid/Ask Spreads
Stressed Market Conditions1 (basis points)
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Source: FactSet Research Systems and AltaVista Research. Notes: 1. Observations from March 1, 2020 thru March 31, 2020.
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TCO: Expense Ratio Plus Bid/Ask Spreads
To examine the total cost of ownership for our sector ETF suites we need to add each suite’s average bid/ask
spread to its average annual expense ratio. This represents the total cost an investor could expect to pay from
purchasing the ETF, holding it for one year, and then selling it (we will consider other time frames later). Figure 4
shows these figures for each sector suite under normal market conditions, utilizing average bid/ask spread data
from June 2020.
Under this scenario, the SPDRs and Vanguard sector suites are TCO leaders, tied with total costs of $14.90 for
every $10,000 invested, followed closely by Fidelity at $15.50. iShares has far higher total costs at $47.00 per
$10,000 invested.

In normal markets Sector SPDRs
and Vanguard are the TCO
leaders. In volatile markets Sector
SPDRs become the clear leader.

But when market conditions become volatile, it is no longer a close contest between
SPDRs, Vanguard and Fidelity. Using average bid/ask spread data from March 2020,
the total cost of ownership for the Sector SPDRs suite increases about 9% to $16.22
per $10,000 invested, while TCO for the Vanguard suite nearly doubles, to $28.39.
Fidelity and iShares see large increases in TCO as well (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Total Cost of Ownership1
Normal market conditions2 (basis points)

Figure 5: Total Cost of Ownership1
Stressed market conditions3 (basis points)
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Source: FactSet Research Systems and AltaVista Research. Notes: 1. Stated annual expense ratio plus average bid/ask spread. 2.
Observations from June 1, 2020 thru June 30, 2020. 3. Observations from March 1, 2020 thru March 31, 2020.

Looked at another way, and focusing on the two cost leaders, we see that under normal market conditions
Vanguard’s low-expense advantage is negated by its funds’ wider bid/ask spreads. And under stressed market
conditions, Vanguard’s much wider bid/ask spreads completely overwhelm their lower-fee advantage (Figure 1).

Holding Period Analysis
We have seen how a fund’s bid/ask spread can affect a fund’s total cost of ownership. In the case of Vanguard
and Fidelity, these suite’s wider bid/ask spreads can overwhelm their cost advantages on the expense ratio versus
that of the Sector SPDRs. However, since bid/ask spreads are only incurred when trading, the longer an investor
holds a fund the more important its expense ratio becomes to the TCO picture, and the less important bid/ask
spreads become.
So, what time horizon does an investor need to have in order to make holding a lower-fee/higher-spread ETF
cheaper in terms of overall costs, versus a higher-fee/lower-spread competitor? We compared the Vanguard and
Sector SPDRs suites—the two closest competitors in terms of overall costs—under two scenarios.
In the first scenario, we assume bid/ask spreads that reflect normal market conditions. In the second, we assume
an entry trade under volatile market conditions with the elevated bid/ask spreads that accompany them, but we
assume market conditions have returned to normal by the time we go to sell.
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In the first scenario, as we enter into an initial $10,000 investment, we will expect
to have paid about $0.96 to purchase the Sector SPDR ETF (i.e., half of the Sector
SPDRs’ average bid/ask spread of 1.9 basis points) and about $2.37 for the
Vanguard fund (half of Vanguard funds’ average spread of 4.7 basis points).
Thereafter, fund expenses will start to add up at a rate of about $1.08 per month
for the Sector SPDR fund but just $0.85 per month for the Vanguard fund.

It may take more than 3 years of
holding an ETF with a lower
expense ratio to compensate for
wide spreads in volatile markets

After six months, total costs incurred from owning either of the funds is equal. However, any gains in the account
are still unrealized. Investors need to hold the funds for another six months in order for savings on Vanguard’s
lower expense ratio to compensate for the higher costs expected to exit the trade. Overall, then, the holding period
required for the Vanguard sector funds to gain a TCO advantage over the Sector SPDRs is at least one year under
normal market conditions (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Cumulative TCO Over Time1
Vanguard vs. Sector SPDRs, normal markets2
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Figure 7: Cumulative TCO Over Time1
Vanguard vs. Sector SPDRs, stressed markets
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Source: FactSet Research Systems and AltaVista Research. Notes: 1. On hypothetical $10,000 investment, half of average
bid/ask spread incurred upon purchase and half upon sale at end of period, plus fund expenses charged monthly. Assumes no
returns from investment for simplicity. 2. Uses “normal” bid/ask spreads as shown in Table 2. 3. Uses “stressed” bid/ask spreads
as shown in Figure 3 at time of purchase, and “normal” bid/ask spreads at time of sale.

That holding period lengthens dramatically if just one side of the trade takes place under volatile, stressed market
conditions. In the second scenario, the cost to purchase the Sector SPDR ETF is estimated to be about $1.61
(i.e., half of the Sector SPDRs’ “stressed market” bid/ask spread of 3.2 basis points). For the Vanguard fund
however, that cost is expected to rise to about $9.10 (half of the 18.2 basis point spread).
It will take 32 months for the Vanguard fund’s expense ratio to compensate for that initial “hit” from the bid/ask
spread, and an additional six months to compensate for the expected costs of exiting the trade, assuming market
conditions and spreads have returned to normal levels by then (Figure 7). This breakeven holding period then is
38 months—more than three years!

Parting Thoughts
Investors are remiss to neglect bid/ask spreads when evaluating ETF costs. This is particularly true with tactical
trading vehicles like sector funds. Examining the sector product suites from major ETF issuers, we found that wider
spreads can negate any cost advantage on the expense side even in normal market conditions. In especially
volatile conditions it may take years to overcome the “hit” from just one trade made with wide spreads. For most
investors who are likely to trade at least once a year, the Sector SPDRs remain the total cost leader among sector
suites.
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Definitions
Basis Points – 1/100th of a percentage point.
Bid/Ask Spreads – The difference between the highest price a buyer is willing to pay and the lowest price a seller is willing to
accept for an immediate transaction in a security. Bid/Ask Spreads represent a transaction cost and can vary based on market
conditions and liquidity of the security in question.
Stressed Markets – Stock market conditions characterized by heightened volatility and accompanied by higher than normal
Bid/Ask Spreads.

Additional Disclosures:
ALPS Portfolio Solutions Distributor, Inc. is unaffiliated with AltaVista Research.
All ETFs are subject to risk, including possible loss of principal. Sector ETF products are also subject to sector risk and nondiversification risk, which will result in greater price fluctuations than the overall market.
An investor should consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. To obtain a
prospectus, which contains this and other information, call 1-866-SECTOR-ETF (866-732-8673) or visit
www.sectorspdrs.com. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.
ALPS Portfolio Solutions Distributor, Inc., a registered broker-dealer, is distributor for the Select Sector SPDR Trust.

Disclaimer:
Trading in securities is not appropriate for all persons, as the risk of loss is substantial. Speak to your financial advisor to see if it
is appropriate for you.
The information and opinions herein are for general information use only and are based on data obtained from recognized
statistical services and other sources believed to be reliable. However, such information has not been verified by AltaVista
Research, LLC (“AltaVista”), and we do not make any representations as to its accuracy or completeness. AltaVista does not
assume any liability for any loss that may result from the reliance by any person upon any information or opinions it provides.
Any statements which are non-factual in nature constitute only current opinions, and are subject to change without notice.
Officers and directors of AltaVista (or one of its affiliates) may have positions in securities referred to herein and may sell any
security mentioned herein. AltaVista may from time to time, issue reports based on fundamentals, such as expected trends, as
well as reports based on technical factors, such as price and volume movements. Since such reports rely upon different criteria,
there may be instances when their conclusions are not in concert.
Neither the information contained in this newsletter or on the altavista-research.com or etfresearchcenter.com websites, nor any
opinion expressed herein is intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security or as
personalized investment advice.
Copyright © 2020 AltaVista Research, LLC. No part of this newsletter may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, used in
an electronic word processing program nor a spreadsheet, or transmitted in any form or by any means electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording, or otherwise without the express prior written consent of AltaVista Research, LLC.
THE PAST PERFORMANCE OF A MUTUAL FUND, STOCK, OR INVESTMENT STRATEGY CANNOT GUARANTEE ITS
FUTURE PERFORMANCE. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS RESEARCH, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR
PROFESSIONAL FINANCIAL ADVISOR.
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